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Listening

 

A.

7. What does parenting mean? It means ......................... children.
8. Parents should be sure that their children are ......................... and enjoy life.
9. Every child should grow up in a loving home. T  F 
10. Parents shouldn’t provide a good education for their children.  T  F 

B.

/
11. He founded the first school for the deaf in ......................... .

a) Tehran b) UNESCO c) 1924 d) the capital
12. What happened in 1933?

a) He founded a support group for the deaf children. b) He came to Tehran to establish his school for the deaf.
c) He passed away.  d) He published Bababarfi.

C.

/
13. The best way to learn how to use your dictionary is to ......................... .
a) learn the entries b) read its introduction
c) learn the abbreviations
14. The introduction section explains issues like .................................................. .

D.

Vocabulary

15. We can help many people by ......................... what they need. 
16. Babak can’t ......................... out what the teacher is talking about. 

A.

B B A

A B

17. The son asked the same questions repeatedly.
18. I’ve tried to forgive him for what he said.
19. Children have to learn to communicate effectively.
20. He is going to jump into the next part without 
reading the introduction.

 in a way that is successful and achieves what you want 
 to stop being angry with someone 
 many times 
 an arrangement in a particular order 
 to suddenly decide to do something 

A B

repeatedly.
forgive 

effectively.
jump into 

B.

/
recommended - regard - founded - supposed

21. We ......................... Dr. Brown as the best heart specialist in the United States. 
22. Apple Computers, Inc. was ......................... on April 1, 1976 by Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak. 
23. This book is highly ......................... by teachers to expand the student’s vocabulary. 

C.
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/
24. We have much to learn from our parents r......................... our heritage, to be proud of our past.
25. If you don’t put on a warm coat in winter, you may c......................... a terrible flu.
26. Try to avoid foods that c......................... a lot of fat.

D.

Grammar
 
27. People ......................... Persian in Iran, Tajikistan and Afghanistan. (to speak) 
28. Ali’s ......................... his homework, hasn’t he? (to do)
29. His brother ......................... near a park last night. (to find) 
30. The students ......................... the questions in English since the class began. (to answer)

A.

31. A book ......................... to Sina for his birthday this morning.
a) has given b) gave  c) is going to give d) was given

32. Penicillin was discovered quite accidentally when Alexander Fleming ......................... on bacteria.
a) was working b) has been worked c) works   d) was worked

33. Your sister has passed the exam, .........................
a) hasn’t he b) don’t you c) hasn’t she d) hasn’t your sister

34. There is a problem here, .........................
a) isn’t it b) isn’t there c) there isn’t  d) is there

B.

35. doctors / medicine / been / new / cancer / made / to cure / has / a / by / made/. 
36. louder / words / speak / than / actions /. 

C.

Writing 
  and or so but 
37. A: “We’ve got a problem with this report.”
   B “What’s that?”
   A: “It’s too long.” 
   B: “......................... it needs to be shorter?”
      A: “Yes.”
38. I bought two newspapers this morning, ......................... I didn’t read them.
39. Do you want to go out, ......................... you are too tired?
40. I’m hungry, ......................... there is no food in the kitchen.

A.

 and or so but

We can eat dinner at home.I stayed at home.

I didn’t have your number.We can eat out.

I made myself a sandwich.I wanted to call you.

I watched television.I was feeling hungry.
41. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .
42. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .
43. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .
44. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

B.

writing

but or and
so
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Reading
 
How can you change the culture in your own house if disrespectful behavior is starting - or is it already a way of life? 
Here are some things you can do to start getting respect back from your kids. It’s not about your child liking you or even 
thanking you for what you do. It’s important to remember that your child is not your friend - he/she’s your child. Your job 
is to coach him to be able to function in the world. This means teaching him to behave respectfully to others, not just you. 
When you think your child might be crossing the line, a good rule of thumb is to ask yourself, - Would I let the neighbor 
say these things to me? Would I let a stranger? If the answer is no, don’t let your child do it, either. Some day when your 
child becomes an adult, your relationship may become more of a friendship, but for now, it’s your job to be his parent: his 
teacher, coach and limit setter - not the friend who lets him get away with things.
It’s good to catch disrespectful behavior early if possible. If your child is rude or disrespectful, don’t turn a blind eye. Intervene and 
say, - We don’t talk to each other that way in this family. Giving consequences when your kids are younger is going to pay off in the 
long run. It’s really important as a parent if you see your child being disrespectful to admit it and then try to nip it in the bud. Also, 
if your child is about to enter the teen years (or another potentially difficult phase) think about the future. Some parents I know are 
already planning how they will address behavior as their daughter (who is now 11) becomes a teenager. They’re learning skills to 
prepare for their interactions with her at a later time. This can only help them as they move forward together as a family.
45. The author has written the text to ......................... .

a) give some advice b) mention a problem c) clarify a hard situation d) change a bad habit
46. Which one is more emphasized in the text?

a) Parents should behave as friends toward their children
b) Before everyone else, parents should prevent their children’s bad behavior
c) Parents should let their children learn from their environment
d) When children get older their bad behavior becomes better by itself

47. The word “catch” in the last paragraph is closest in meaning to ......................... .
a) take b) keep c) understand d) stop

48. In the last paragraph, it is stated that the first step to face rudeness and bad behavior of children is to ......................... .
a) know that it is a usual step b) accept that their children are behaving badly
c) understand that children are like that d) start telling them to behave correctly

49. Skim the ‘Reading’. Write its main idea.
...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
50. Generate a question with the following question starter and then answer it.

When
Question: ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ?
Answer: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .

A.

Even when you are asleep, the body needs energy. The more active a person is, the more energy the body uses. The energy 
comes from the chemical “burning” of carbohydrates, fats, proteins, and certain other substances such as alcohol.
The energy value of different foods can be measured by burning them in a special small oven called a calorimeter. Energy in food 
is often measured in calories. One kilocalorie, usually written as Kcal or Calorie (with a capital C), is the amount of 
energy required to raise the temperature of one kilogram of water by 1 Celsius. In fact the Calorie is a unit of heat, not 
energy. In the modern system of measurements, energy is measured in joules (1 Calorie equals 4.2 kilojoules). You can find 
the calorie content of almost any food by looking in a health magazine or book.
An adult needs, on average, a little under 3,000 Calories a day. A manual worker would need 4,000 or more, because of the 
energy used up in physical activity. Children, who are growing and also very active, need extra Calories as well. As people 
become older, they need fewer Calories, partly because they are physically less active and partly because some of their 
body tissues become chemically less active.
51. The passage is mainly about “.........................” .

a) Health and Man b) Energy and Sleep c) Health and Food d) Energy and Activity
52. In the modern system, the amount of energy is measured ......................... .

a) in kilocalories  b) in joules
c) by burning in a calorimeter d) by raising the temperature

53. Which sentence is NOT true according to the passage?
a) Calorie is a unit of heat, not energy. b) You can also get energy from alcohol.
c) Body needs no energy while sleeping. d) The calorie content of most food can be found in a health magazine or book.

54. Which one of the following needs less energy?
a) adult b) children   c) manual worker d) old people

B.

 GOOD LUCK 
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Listening

 

A.

/
7. Which one is clean energy? Wind or Coal?
8. Scientists try to use clean energy because they .........................

a) do not pollute the earth  b) are harmful to the environment
c) cannot be replaced  d) cannot be turned into other forms of energy

9. When renewable energy is used, the demand for fossil fuels .........................
a) is produced b) is made  c) is reduced  d) is provided

B.

/
10. Bijan didn’t tell Mehran about the problem because ......................... 

a) it was an emergency  b) it was a secret 
c) he didn’t need any money d) he had no mobile phone

11. Why has Bijan saved some money?
a) to buy a new pair of shoes  b) to solve his friend’s problem 
c) to help Mehran   d) to buy a new mobile phone

C.

/
12. Ali is doing research on .........................

a) heart attack b) human’s life c) air pollution
13. Where does air pollution mostly happen?

a) big cities b) roads c) highways
14. Polluted air causes different ......................... to human.

a) reasons b) diseases c) ways

D.

Vocabulary

15. We have to speak louder, because my grandfather is ......................... of hearing. 

16. In opposite to fans, ......................... (s) use wind to generate electricity. 

A.

B B A

A B

17. There are some helpful tips on how to use a dictionary more effectively.
18. She agreed some parts of her personal diary to be published.
19. Strong tides make swimming dangerous.
20. We can convert some sofas into a bed.

 the rise and fall of the sea
 in a quiet way
 a book in which you record your thoughts and feelings
 to change in form or character
 in a way that is successful and achieves what you want

A B
B.

/
combination, compile, dedicated, consumecombination, compile, dedicated, consume

21. Nowadays the new light bulbs ......................... less electricity.
22. As a great artist, he has used a ......................... of paints in his works.
23. Dr. Gharib was regarded as a ......................... physician and he spared no pains to help sick people.

C.
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24. Plants a......................... carbon dioxide from the air.
25. H is the chemical s......................... for hydrogen.
26. In Germany people usually h......................... each other when they meet.

D.

Grammar

Ali: Hi, Amir. How are you?
Amir: Hi, Ali. Just fine
Ali: It (27) ......................... rather cold today, doesn’t it? (to seem)
Amir: Yes. I (28) ......................... to go swimming before I left home. (to decide)
Ali: It’s a pity! If it were fine, we (29) ......................... swimming today. (to go)
Amir: By the way, let’s go to a restaurant and eat something.
Ali: OK. I know a restaurant in which a variety of sea foods .(30) ......................... (to serve)
Amir: Umm! That’s a great idea.

A.

31. The train ......................... he catches early in the morning is not very crowded.
a) whom  b) which c) who d) whose

32. Some dangerous gases ......................... when we burn garbage.
a) was produced  b) produce  c) may produce d) may be produced 

33. The old man wasn’t very ......................... and kept to himself.
a) communicate  b) communication  c) communicative  d) to communicate 

34. I did not read the introduction and jumped ......................... the next part. 
a) into  b) on  c) up d) over

B.

35. rained / brown / for months / everything / because / hadn’t / in the garden / was / it.
36. famous / lives / the woman / professor / next door / is / who / a.

C.

Writing
and or so but 

37. The early bird catches the worm, ......................... if you want to succeed, wake up and start work early.
38. He bought a house, found a job, ......................... chose a school for his children last year.
39. The glass fell down to the floor, ......................... it didn’t break.
40. You can pay now, ......................... when I finish your painting.

A.

supporting sentence topic sentence save our Earth
concluding sentence

41. 
- Plant trees 
- Use less fossil fuels 
- Increase the use of solar and wind energy 
- Change waste to energy

B.

concluding sentence supporting sentence topic sentence

42. We cannot think of life without water.
43. So, water is also essential for animals, birds, insects, etc.
44. Water is the most essential element in our life.
45. Thus, water is very important to our life and our planet.
46. We need huge resources of water to generate electricity on a large and commercial scale.
47. Besides, No living being can exist for long without water, the most valuable liquid.

C.
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Reading

/
Some people prefer to provide help and support directly to those in need. However, others prefer to give money to national and 
international charity organizations. Giving money to those in need can be a personally good experience, but there is a choice 
between donating nationally and internationally through charities or giving directly to those around you. One of the advantages 
of providing direct support is that you can know exactly how your money is spent. Another benefit is that you can see the impacts 
on those you are helping, which can lead not only to great personal happiness but also to respect from others who appreciate the 
work you do.
There are advantages in giving to charities that are national and international. First and the best is helping in problems 
of global importance, such as curing diseases and human rights or helping those who are in bad environmental events like 
earthquakes and floods. In conclusion a person should make their own choice in helping others. The important point is that 
we continue to give to those who are more in need than ourselves.
48. What can it lead to when you see the impacts on those you are helping?
49. What is the important point in helping others?
50. What is the closest synonym for the word “benefit”?

a) experience b) advantage c) choice  d) effect
51. Helping people in bad environmental events has the global importance.  T  F   
52. All people feel great personal happiness when they help others. T  F   

A.

/
A dictionary is a collection of words ranging from letters A-Z. When reading or writing a story, an essay, a paragraph or even a 
sentence, using a dictionary is a great help. There are many advantages of using a dictionary. So, using a dictionary is important 
for students. The first advantage of using a dictionary is pronunciation. We can also listen to the pronunciation of the words if we 
use an audio dictionary. The second advantage of using a dictionary is checking out a word’s right spelling. The third advantage 
of using it is learning a word’s part of speech. It is one of the types into which words are divided in grammar according to their 
use, such as noun, verb, or adjective.
Lastly, example sentences are mostly available. Seeing specific words used in a sentence can provide more context and 
help you better understand proper usage. However, searching words by using a dictionary takes a lot of time. By using a 
talking dictionary, we are able to look the words up in a few minutes. As a result, a dictionary is a great help for everyone, 
especially students who are learning a language and who are interested in language learning.
53. How can a talking dictionary help us?
54. What is the use of example sentences?
55. When is a dictionary a great help for us?
56. What does the pronoun (it) in line 7 refer to?

a) pronunciation  b) spelling  c) part of speech d) example sentence
57. What is the opposite of the underlined word “available”?

a) out of reach  b) valuable c) repetitive d) accessible
58. Learning a word’s part of speech helps us better understand proper usage of it.  T  F   

B.

 GOOD LUCK 



1. How do you respect your parents? By keeping a diary or by taking 
care of them?
2. Which dictionary is suitable for foreign students? Learner’s 
dictionary or advanced dictionary?
3. What does a physician do?
4. When were you born?
5. What does I.R stand for?
6. How do you feel when you read about Abbas Babaei?

 -by taking care of them
 -learner’s dictionary
 -A physician cures the sick.
 -I was born in 2001.
 -Islamic Republic
 -I feel proud and happy.

Parenting means taking care of children. Good parents are those who do 
their duties towards their children well. Good parenting is so important 
for shaping a child’s future. This importance in child’s life is highlighted 
in some ways as follows: a loving home is every child’s right to grow up 
in to become a happy and loving adult. Also parents should meet their 
children’s emotional and social needs. In addition, parents should be 
certain that their children are healthy and enjoy life. Providing a good 
education, both at home and at school is another parents’ responsibility 
to children. For instance, by taking them out to parks, museums, etc., 
children learn to love and appreciate their society. 

 -taking care of
 -healthy

 -(True)
 -(False)

Listen to this short biography of Jabbar Baghcheban. Then answer 
the questions.
He is known as the father of the deaf and hard of hearing in Iran. 
He is the founder of the first school for the deaf in the country. He 
established the school in the city of Tabriz in 1924 and called his 
school Baghche atfal meaning the children’s garden and actually 
that’s why he became known as Baghcheban. Baghcheban came to 
Tehran in 1933 to establish his school for the deaf in the capital. 
In 1943, he founded a support group for deaf children and in 1944 
he published the first newspaper for deaf people. Some of his most 
important books are easy alphabet and sign language and he also 
had many more books for children including Bababarfi which was 
published in 1967. Three years later in 1970, his book Bababarfi 
was selected by UNESCO as one of the best books for children. 
Baghcheban passed away in 1966.

 -(c)
 -(b)

The best way to learn how to use your dictionary effectively is to read 
its introduction. This section explains issues like (how entries are 
arranged, what information is offered in entries and what abbreviations 
and pronunciation symbols are used throughout the entries.)

 -(b)
 -

 -(donating)
 -
 -(c)
 -(b)
 -(a)

 -(e)

 -..... regard

 -founded

 -recommended

 -regarding

 -catch
.

 -contain
 - “speak”

“speak”

 -“done”
hasn’t

 -“was found”
find

last night
 -“have answered”

answer
since

 -(d)
give

 -(a)



 -(c)
has

she sister
 -(b)

there there

 -A new medicine has been made by doctors to cure cancer.  

 -Actions speak louder than words.  

 -so

 -but
 -or
 -and
 -I stayed at home, and (I) watched television.  

 -We can eat out or we can eat dinner at home.  

 -I wanted to call you, but I didn’t have your number.  

 -I was feeling hungry, so I made myself a sandwich.  

 -(a)
 -(b)

 -catch (d)
 -(b)

.
 -

How to stop disrespectful behavior in children.

 -When should we stop disrespectful behavior?  

We should stop it as early as possible.

Calorie Kcal

/

 -(d)
 -(b)
 -(c)
 -(d)



1. Which collocation is correct? Take temperature or make temperature? 
2. Who started the first children’s medical center? Dr. Gharib or Dr. 
Hessabi?
3. Which one is the most common type of clean energy? Plants or 
solar power?
4. Which foreign language is mostly taught in Iran? 
5. Could you name two examples of fossil fuels?
6. What would you do if you had a camera?

 -take temperature
 -Dr Gharib
 -Solar power
 -English
 -Natural gas, oil, and coal

 -I would take a photo  photos
In recent years, scientists try to use clean energy resources because they do 
not pollute the earth. Clean energy is renewable. It is made from resources 
that can be replaced like wind, water, sunshine, and tides. When renewable 
energy resources are used, the demand for fossil fuels decreases.

 -. (wind)
 -. (a)
 -. (c)

A: Hi Bijan. Are you OK?
B: Hi Merhan. I’m thinking about something.
A: What’s wrong?
B: I’ve saved some money to buy a new mobile phone but one of my 
friends is in trouble and needs some money. What would you do if 
you were in my shoes?
A: What is his problem?
B: I could tell you about it if it weren’t a secret. But it is an emergency.
A: Ok. If I were you, I would give him the money. A friend in need is 
a friend indeed.

 -. (b)
 -. (d)

A: Hello Ali. What are you doing?
B: Hi Reza. I’m doing research on air pollution. 
A: Oh, I see. Nowadays it has become a great problem to our life.
B: Yes, air is being polluted in many ways and the most common 
reason is smoke. It is produced in big cities where many buses, 
trucks and cars move on the roads.
A: Exactly. It also causes different diseases to human such as heart 
attack and lung cancer.
B: So we all should be aware and protect our air from more pollution.
A: Sure, good luck Ali.



 -. (c)
 -. (a)
 -(b)
 -(hard)
 -wind turbines  turbines

 -(e)

 -(c)

 -(a)
 -(d)

 -. (consume)
 -(combination)

 -(dedicated)

 -. (absorb)
 -H (symbol sign)
 -. (hug)
 -(seems)

doesn’t

 -had decided

 -would could go

would might could
 -are served

.
serve

 -(b)
which

 -(d)
produce

a

 -(c)
c

 -(a)
into jump

 - Everything in the garden was brown or everything is brown in
the garden because it hadn’t rained for months.

 - The woman who lives next door is a famous professor.  The
woman who is a famous professor lives next door.

 -(so)

 -(and)

 -(but)
 -(or)
 -

There are many ways that we can do to save our Earth. We can plant 
trees. We should use less fossil fuels, and instead increase the use of 
solar and wind energy. We can also change waste to energy. Saving 
the Earth is equal to saving the life.

supporting

Descriptor Sentence

Topic Sentence 44. Water is the most essential element in 
our life.

Supporting Sentence 42. We cannot think of life without water.
Supporting Sentence 43. So, water is also essential for animals, 

birds, insects, etc.
Supporting Sentence 47. Besides, no living being can exist for long 

without water, the most valuable liquid.
Supporting Sentence 46. We need huge resources of water 

to generate electricity on a large and 
commercial scale.

Concluding Sentence 45. Thus, water is very important to our life 
and our planet.

 -

It can lead not only to great personal happiness, but also to respect 
from others who appreciate the work you do.

 -
The important point is that we continue to give to those who are 
more in need than ourselves.

Descriptor Sentence



 -(b)
 -(True)
 -(True)

Z A

 -
By using a talking dictionary, we are able to look the words up in a 
few minutes.

 -
Seeing specific words used in sentences can provide more context 
and help you better understand proper usage.

 -
When reading or writing a story, an essay, a paragraph or even a 
sentence, using a dictionary is a great help.

 -“it” (c)
 -“available” (a)
 -(True)



1. appreciation / / n.

2. lower / / v.......................................................................................
3. boost / / v.

4. strength / / n.

5. elderly / / adj.

6. teenager / / n.

7. temperature / / n.

8. physician / / n.

9. regard / / v. ,n.

10. spare no pains / / 

11. distinguished / / adj.

12. not surprisingly / / adv.

13. homeland / / n.

14. regretful / / adj.

15. catch / / v.

16. found / / v.

17. dedicated / / adj.

18. by the way / / adv.

19. sofa / / n. 

20. feed / / v.

21. pigeon / / n.

22. shout / / v.

23. hard of hearing / / adj.

24. hug / / v., n.

25. lap / / n.

26. burst / / v., n.

27. repeatedly / / adv.

28. suddenly / / adv.

29. forgive / / v.

30. calmly / / adv.

31. diary / / n.

32. reply / / v., n.

33. after a little while 

34. pause / / v., n.

35. lovingly / / adv.

36. kiss / / v., n.

37. once / / adv.

38. whereby / / adv.

39. meaningful / / adj.

40. rather than / / prep.

41. provide / / v.

42. along with / / prep.

43. quantity / / n.

44. process / / n.

45. generate / / v.

46. go together / /

47. combination / / n.

48. collocation / / n.

49. by heart / / adv.

50. mostly / / adv.

51. ethics / / n.

52. countless / / adj.

53. inspiration / / n.

54. author / / n.

55. solution / / n.

56. smart / / adj.

57. by accident / / adv...............................................
58. for instance / / adv.

59. accidentally / / adv.

60. tool / / n.

61. ordinary / / adj.

62. mention / / v.

63. elicit / / v.

64. signal / / v., n.

65. uncertainty / / n.

66. confirm / / v.

67. compound / / adj., v., n.

68. enjoyable / / adj.

69. result / / n., v.

70. take a test

71. replace / / v.

72. yet / / adv.

73. heritage / / n.

74. belong / / v.

75. responsibility / / n.

76. either … or / / conj.

77. bring up / / v.



78. willing / / adj.

79. rule / / n.....................................................................................................
80. guideline / / n.

81. blessing / / n. 

82. hence / / adv.

83. generation / / n.

84. share / / v., n.

85. failure / / n.

86. deserve / / v.

87. unconditionally / / adv.

88. honored / / adj.

89. duty / / n.

90. handle / / v.

91. within / / prep.

92. lack / / n., v.

93. grateful / / adj.

94. worthy / / adj.

95. robber / / n.

96. parrot / / n., v.

97. steal / / v.

1. Who is the man in the 
picture?
2. Can you tell me a little about 
Dr. Gharib?
3. Where was he born?
4. How was he like?

a) Tehran.
b) He was very generous.
c) Oh, don’t you know him?
d) He was a famous 
physician.

b a d c

c
d
a
b

who
what

where
when

why
how

Example: Read the passage. Generate a question with a 
question starter and then answer it.
 The mother asked her son quietly, “What is this?” The son 
replied: “It is a pigeon”. After a few minutes, she asked her son 
for the second time, “What is this?” The son said, “Mom, I have 
just told you, “It’s a pigeon, a pigeon”. After a little while, the 
old mother asked her son for the third time, “What is this?” This 
time the son shouted at his mother, “Why do you keep asking me 
the same question again and again? Are you hard of hearing?”

Question: What did the son do when her mother asked him 
for the third time?

Answer: He shouted at his mother, why do you keep asking me 
the same question again and again? Are you hard of hearing?

The boys will answer the questions at school tomorrow 
morning.
Who: Who will answer the questions at school tomorrow 
morning?
When: When will the boys answer the questions at school?
Where: Where will the boys answer the questions tomorrow 
morning?
What: What will the boys do at school tomorrow morning?

who

The tourists visited Shiraz yesterday.

Who visited Shiraz yesterday?



fast meal quick food fast food
strong rain heavy rain

fast food
quick meal
heavy rain
strong wind
make a mistake
do exercise 
read a newspaper
sit on the sofa
hard of hearing
tell a story 
say prayers
take temperature 
spare no pains 
burst into tears
by the way
not surprisingly
feel well 
go abroad

(

Ali wrote the letter
The letter was written

to be

to be
to be

am, is, are, was, were, be, being, been 

(

The letter is
written.

.

am is are
p.p.

I write the letter.
.

The letter
was written.
.

was were
p.p.

I wrote the letter.
.

The letter has
been written.

.

have has
been p.p.I have written the

letter.
.

1. Hamid sells a lot of shirts in Shiraz.

2. They close the doors at about 6 o’clock.

3. Reza answered the questions easily.

4. They planned a trip last week.

5. The teacher has explained the lesson for half an hour.

6. They’ve taught English since three years ago.

1. A lot of shirts are sold in Shiraz.

2. The doors are closed at about 6 o’clock.

3. The questions were answered easily.

4. A trip was planned last week.

5. The lesson has been explained for half an hour.

6. English has been taught since three years ago.




